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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Items to Ship in New Supplier Workbench
Customer challenge

Solution area

Meet that challenge with 
SAP Ariba

Implementation information

Experience key benefits

Prerequisites and Restrictions

Ease of implementation      
Geographic relevance

Low touch / simple 
Global

SAP Ariba Commerce Automation
SAP Ariba Supply Chain Collaboration

This feature is automatically on for all customers 
with the applicable solutions and is ready for 
immediate use.

None

Efficiency and responsiveness are needed by 
suppliers since a high number of shipments are 
generated on a daily basis in the network, and it 
can be a time consuming task.

The New Supplier Portal introduces a new "Items to 
Ship" tile within the overall tile framework capability. 
The new tile functionality places an expanded set of  
actions directly into the hands of the supplier, 
providing for a more intuitive and efficient user 
experience.

Significantly increased capability for filtering and 
searching of items to ship

Expanded flexibility in table column display and 
grouping configuration capabilities

Actions previously sitting behind menus now directly 
actionable in the shipping table itself

Suppliers will be able to create Ship Notices online 
faster and in a more efficient way.
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The New Supplier Portal and Workbench (SA-9251) provides a configurable tile 
overview bar as one its main navigational concepts.  

Items to Ship is a new tile with added functionality that suppliers may configure (not 
present by default). See https://my.ariba.com/2019-new-supplier-experience.html for 
more information on the New Supplier Portal.

https://support.ariba.com/item/view/195841
https://my.ariba.com/2019-new-supplier-experience.html
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1. Increased capability for filtering and 
searching for applicable items.

2. Standard fields for filtering, including 
shipping-centric default values for  
applicable status-related fields, 
presents a more action-oriented 
default view while also allowing 
flexibility to reveal hidden items for 
further review.

3. Enhanced filters specifically for the 
Items to Ship tile include Transport 
Terms and Storage Locations.
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1. Items to Ship now surfaces more 
actions directly in the summary 
table.

2. New actions include Create Ship 
Notice via single or multi-select.

3. New actions include Create 
Quality Notification directly from 
the line item.
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